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THE OBSTRUCTION TO THE NAVIGATION OF 

RIVERS OAUSED BY THE PIERS OF BRIDGES. 

BT J. W. 8PRAGllB. 

Before proceeding to the discussion, to which this ar
ticle will be principally devoted, for the sake of comparing 
the method usually adopted for determining the hight of 
� with that recommended in this series, I will here 
give D' Aubuisson's formula:-

%= Qa + 2g [(L +m9l?hS) -1 -:-L2(h+%)!] 
where % is the value of the hight of remou; 711 a variable 
eo-efficient; and the other quantities are constants to be 
determined for each particular case. It will be observed 
that:l.' enters both sides of the equation, and that on one 
s1de its square is in the denominator. Hence, to obtaill 
an expresaion for the value of %, in which its own value 
does not cnter, requires the solution of a complicated 
equation of the third degree. D' Aubuisson recommends, 
Instead of this, the intl'Oduction of experimental values 
for z into both side. of the equation, until ooe is found 
which will fulfill its requirements; which is, iu fact, a 
solution of the equation by gradually appro:cim�tillg to the 
"alue of z. Whoever attempl8 this will find himself in
"olved in a labyrinth of figures, from which he wili 
gladly escape to the more simple and 1II0T6 accurate 

method I have indicated. 
. In the suit alluded to in the first article of this series 
-a distinguished engineer quotes D'Aubuisson's formnl� 
as above, and states that for a certain stage of water 
the velocity will be increased from 5.9 feet per . second to 
6.86 feet per second, and the corresponding hight of re-

71K/lJ will be 2; inches. This valne of the hight of re1ll0lJ 

Js more than twice as great &8 is required to produce 
.such a change. Inconsistencies like this, between thc 
changes of velocity and hight of J·emou, which are ex
tremely liable to creep into inVestigations made under 
.such complicated formulre, are entirely guarded against 
in the method now recommended. The chanl:6 in velo
city and hight of remou being made to depend directly 
upon each other, both being arrived at by a short series 
of eesy approximations, each acts as a check on the 
other, and renders error in calculation almost impossible 
to escap e detection. There a\'e some circumstances in
ituencing the results already given which I do not deem 
it necesearyto d8lOribe, because their iu.fiaeace iB 10 amall 
that it ,voold not - mat8rlaliy aft'ect tile result,· in 'il"eh 
rases as generally occur, while to treat them in detail 
w.puld crowd out more Important matter. One other 
element afi"ecting the value of the hight of remou, I had 
.intended to discQ_, but have since concluded merely to 
make this illusion to it, thinking that any engineer 
oompetent to carry on investigations to that degree of 
refinement, implied by the introduction of this element 
into the investigation, would himself readily see how it 
was to be introduced. The element to which I allude is 
the elNct of the water impinging npon the starling of the 

.pier,_ nnd causing a lOss of head by impa"ct, t.o regain 
which would require an increase in the hight ofremou. 

Having indicated the method of determining the in
crease of velocity between the piers, and the hight of re

moll or back-water, we now paIS on to another branch of 
·the subject-the actual obstruction offered to the ascent 
. of a steamboat through the draw. It is evident that when 
the boat is in the draw, the water-way of the river will 
suffer an additional oontraction, equal to the greatest cross 
aection of the submerged portion of the boat. This addi
tional contraction of the water-way will cause an increase 
in the velocity between the piers, and an increased 
bight of remou. Hence, in determining the maximum 
"'aloes of velocity and hig!1t of relJlOU, we must add to the 
'crees aection of the submerged portIOn of the piers and 
abutments, the greatest cros8 section of the submerged 
portion or the ta�st boat liable to attempt the passage 
of the draw-that is, the float is to be treated as if it 
weM an immovable floating pier. 

We have now determined the greatest velocIty and 
·hight of r6mOU which can oppose the pusage of a steam
boat. What is the measure of the obstruction offered 

. to the passage of an ascending boat? Is It the velocitv 
of the water In the draw? I answer: tAe velocity of the 
CfI1'TC1It panillg through the draw is 110 critJrion wllalever oj 
the obstruction to navigation oatJSfld by tM. iJlUrvellti01l of 'he 
drat". In a. 8ubsequent article it  will be shown that of 
two draws, constructed precisely alike, both having the 
lines of their piers parallel to the current, it may require 
'tu. � for any boat to I\ICCnd through one of them, 
wllere the velocity is Biz miles per lIour than for the 
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Bame boat to ascend through the other, where the velocity !Qon practice to use a thin planking, secured by nail., 
is olle mile less or jive miles per hour. over the main plankin�, in those olden times. In 1625, 

The true key to the solution of the problem is this:- a patent was granted to one William Beale, in England, 
Is the velocity of the eurrent one that is illcreaAlIg at the for a composition not described, but the object of which 
point where it iato be resisted; or is the current moving. was to render the hull and rigging incombustible. In 
on ltTIi/ormly with a velocity acquired at lome point above? 1670, a patent was granted to Sir Philip Howard and 
Where the longitudinal surface of a river is horizontal, or Francis Watson, for sheathing ships with milled lead. 
ia other wordl!, where the velocity of the current is un i- These inventors state that they had discovered they 
form, having been acquh'ed at some point aLlc, thc could draw out laad into thin sheets by passing it be
measure of the resistance offered to an ascending bont tween rollers, which was a very valuable invention. 
may Le taken as the velocity of the boat plus the velocity After this, many of the English ships were sheathed with 
of the current. Hence, if a boat ascends at the rate of thin lead fastened by copper nails , and it continued 
five miles an hour agaiust a current of three miles an in moderate use for about a century. It was better than 
hour, the power expended in propelling it is the same as nothing, 'but was too soft for the purpose. In 1721, 
would be required to move it at th" rate of eight miles Benjamin Robinson and Ifrancis Hanksbee obtained a 
pel' hour in still water. patent for sheathing ships either with thin copper, brass, 

It is evident that the surface of tha water above the tin or iron plates. This was the first application of 
piers is higber than the 8urface of the water between the brass and copper 10 the purpose; but it was not until 
piers, and that this difference in level is measured by b, 1761 that copper sheathing was applied to any war ves-
the hight of remolt. A boat in ascending the draw must sel. In that year, the Alann (a 32-gun frigate) wa. 
then, besides resisting tho current, lift itself from tbe sheathed with this metal, and she soon afterwards made 
lower to the upper level. This rising of the boat takes a voyage to the W cst Indies-the very place to test the 
place gradually, not abruptly; hence we may compare sheathing completely. Upon her return to England, the 
the ascent to one up an inclined plane whose hight is b, metal was found clean, and as good as when h was put 
What is the length of the inclined plane np which tht on; but the ircm straps of the rudder were rusted al
boat ascends? Let a represent the horizontal distance most entirely off, and when some of the copper sheets 
within which the surface of the water passes from the were removed for examination, the naval authorities 
upper to the lower level; then b of- a represents the were surprised and alarmed to witncs� all the iron· fast
tangent of the angle which the inclined surface makes enings corroded to 1\ dangerous extent. To prevent this 
with the horizontal, and mea&llres the steepness of the in other vessels which were )lfterwards coppered, the 
inclined plane formed by the water. If the boat could holes at the outer ends of the iron bolts were filled wit}l 
be regarded as a material point, theu as it moved upon pitch, and over these pieces of canvas were laid, then 
the surface of the water it would follow every undulation the copper on the top; and the rudder braces were cov
of the surface, and b ..... a would measure the steepness ered with lead. These measures all failed to prevent 
of its ascent from the lower to the upper level. Bu' we considerable deteri07'!ltion of the iron fastenings when 
cannot regard the boat as a material point; we cannot copper sheathing was used, and it therefore became a 

neglect its length. When the bow of an upward.bound question whether to use some other fastenings than iron, 
boat is at the toot of the inclined surface of the water, or else give up the use of copper sheathing. The former 
then the whole boat 1.1lo&ting in the lower level, and is COlli'88 was adopted, and brass and copper bole. were em

Just on the point of commencing the ascent to the upper ployed in 1783. The reason why the iron fastenings 
level. When the stem of an upward-bound boat is at corroded so rapidly, in connection whh the copper, W&ll 

the head of the inclined surface of the water, then the unknown in these days; but since the discovery of the 

whole boat has just cOlJlpleted the ascent to the upper galvanic battery, the cause has been obTioUl to scientific 
level. &.it "viohnt nppoIitionto couaider tlauan'nni- men. A simple galvaniC . battery iB compDlGd of two 
fonII-.... '. �tlallMWoO]J0mt8 Is �litilto the plBtel of difFereDt metals (the one mOM a.:rdiuble than 
actual ascent? Granliillt-tid8, an'a repreaentingtli81ength th'e other), and when th.ey come in contact with moisture, 
of the boat by I; then I + a will represent the horizontal such as sea-water, a galvanic aetion at once ensuee, at 
distance p&SICd over in making the ascent, b, and the expense of the rapid destruction of the positive or 
b -:- (I + a) will represent the incli�ation of the plane up most oxydizable metal. Iron-fastened and Dopper
which the ascent has been made. The quantity, a, is shca'hed ships generate galvanic action when the two 
however so inconsiderable, wlsen compared with � that metals are connected , and, as a consequence, thll most 
the difference between b -+- (I + a) and b 7 I will not be of oxy!1izable metal (the iron) corrodes rapidly. 
material consequence. Hesce if we divitk tM hight.o/ The green oxyd formed on copper sheathing ia a ben
the remote ill feet, 'by the length of the boat in feet, the quo- efit rather than an injury, becallllC, althongh it is a sign 
tiellt will give the tallgent of the angie, which tM line oj of slight decay in the metal, the oxyd prevents the ad
aBcent 0/ the boat maW with tM horizontal. hesion of barnacles because it is very poisonous. The 

If, liS before, v represent the velocity of the current copper of ships may be kept perfectly bright by connect
above I.he piers, and V the velocity between tlse piers, ing it with small plates of zinc; the latter are decom
then a boat, ia ascendtng the inclined plane of the re7ll0U, posed and the former remains perfect. This wa.� a dis
passes from water whose velocity is V into water whose covery of Sir Humphrey Davy; and it wa8 supposed 
veiocity is v. Taking the arithmetic mean of these two, that by it the copper of a vessel might be made to last 
as the equivalent mean velocity of the water through rurever, with only the expense of some zinc plate •• 

which the asccnt is made, and representing it by vo, we Such hopes, however, proved fallacious. 
have Vo z::z (V + t·) + 2. An important question al;ses, namely, what is the 

The condition of the boat is then reduced to this: in best metsl, as a whole, for sheathin/l' ships P Copper 
moving its own length (I) it ascends the height of the re- p0S2esses the advantage that, no matter how old it may 
mou (b), thl'ough a current whose velocity is vo. Tiley be, the sheets will sell for only about fiTe cents less pel" 
who measure the power required to ascend through a pound than when new. On the other hand, it is not 
draw, by the power required to resist a horizontal currest very durable, while it is very dear. By experience, it 
V; plus the power required to lift the boat vertically from has been found that the purest copper sheets decay most 
the lower to the npper level, greatly underrate the real rapidly; some of the sheets will wear into holes in one 
power. 

(Tobe_Unued.] 
. .•. -

THE SHEATmNG OF SHIPS. 

We pay to England, annually, $111,698 for copper 
and $183,394 for brass sheathing; and as one or the 
other is employed on all our ships and steamen, useful 
information relating to the subject is of interest to our 
shipbuilders and merchants. In recent numbers of the 
London Mechallics' Magazine, we find a history of the 
applications and patents granted for ships' sheathing. It 
stated that, as far back as the reign of Edward the III. 
-in IS36-several compositions containing pitch, tar, 
sulphur and oil were employed for coating the hulls of 
ships to prevent the attack of sea worms and the adher_ 
anee of barnacles and sea weeds. It was a.l8O a eom-
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year, while sheets of alloys endure much longer. In 
1800, M. Collins sccured a patent in England for alloy • 

to make sheathing more durable. These consisted, first, 
of 8 parts of copper and 1 of zinc, which could be rolled 
cold; the second consisted of 180 of copper and 80 of 
zinc, which required a low red heat to work; and a 
third was composed of 16 of tin, 16 of zinc and 1 of 
copper. In 181 7, he obtained another patent for a 
bronze sheathing, composed of 80 of copper and 20 or 
tin. In 1823, John Revere secured a patent for a brass 
sheathing composed of 95 of zinc and 5 of copper. Sub
sequl'nt to this (in 1832), the Muntz metal was patent
cd, which is simply a brass sheathing oomposed of cop
per and zinc, and had been previously patented bV Col
lins, but, tor all this, it made a (ortune to Mr. Muotz. 



His proportions were about equal weights of copper and 
zinc; but he preferred an alloy of 60 of copper and 40 
of zinc. which is like the second alloy of Mr. Collins, 
patented in 1800. A very small portion of zinc, tin or 
iron, mixed with copper, for sheathing, renders it far 
more durable. 

__________ .�1 .• �'4-----------
THE PRESENCE OF SILVER.IN THE WA.TERS 

OF THE SEA. 
I [Tnwolaled e"pressly forth. Scientific American.] 

We believe that we shall interest our readers by ex
tracting from a paper, read before the Academy of 
Sciences, the following interesting historical details rela
tive to the ascertaining of the fact of the presence of silver 
in the waters of the sea. This interesting discovery was 
made, according to Mr. Cheneul, more than 70 years 
ago, having been, if not perfected, at least indicated as 
probable by Proust. In support of this assertion, the 
following letter is cited, written on April 4, 1787, by that 
learned chemist, from Madrid, and addressed to La 
Mathede, who published it in the Journal de Physiqu, of 
the game year:--

OF TilE ACTION OF THE W ATER8 OF THE SEA ON 
SJLVIlR.-If the bed on which the waters of the ocean 
repose should one dity become habitable land, the men 
who will then traverse that Dew continent will, without 
doubt, begin to recover those immense treasures which 
the voracity of the seas have ceaselessly swallowed ever 
sincR the New World has been frequented from the Old. 
The wrecking of the vessel, Le Saint-Pierre d' Alcantarra, 
on the coast of Portugal, has just put us in position to 
predict the metamorphosis under which silver will show 
itself in the times to come Marine acid-·that 6rst 
element of t.he saltness of the sea-overcoming the attrac
tion which fixes it to its base, will have changed that 
metal into a mine of horn silver (chloride of silver). 'fhe 
short spaee of time in which the money WIlS under the 
watel· after the wreck until it was recovered, sufficed to 
alter the surface of the coins to the depth of a quarter of 
a line. On being taken from the water they were fonnd 
to be covered with a black film, which came oft· in scalcs, 
and which I have reco[lllized as horn silver. 

In another note of a little later date, published in 1799, 
III the Journal de Physique, we find the following passage 
relating principally to the indications of mercury in the 
waters of the sea and in sea salt:--

If some one, after reading thia, will take the trouble 
to observe whether the copper sheathing of a new vessel 
decomes silvered in any pllrt, especially when it goes to 
sea tor the first time; if he will furthermore suspend a 
plate of gold in the water and observe the changes in it, 
he may be able, perhaps, on hi' return, to furnish one 
(act more to the natural history of marine SHit. Who 
knows that the destruction of sheathings (sometimes so 
rapid and the cause of which is so unknown) may not 
depend on the existence of mercary being more abundant 
in cerlain seas than in others ? 

Such was the state of the question when, some years 
arter, Messrs. Malaguti, Durocher & Sarzeau, by a seriel 
of the most interesting experiments, proved the existence 
of chloride of silver in t he waters of the ocean. A short 
time after, a more distinguished savant (Mr. Forchammer, 
of Copenhagen) confirmed the fact in regard to the 
waters of the Baltic. 

It would seem to result from the citations above, that 
Proust concluded, not that silver exists in solution in the 
ocean, but that silver cast to the bottom of the sea (by 
wrecked ships) is not prelerved in the metallic state, but 
passes to the state of chloride of silver soluble in chloride 
of sodium, and that if the bottom of the sea should ever 
rise and become a continent, the precious metal would 
be recovered in the form of that ore. Furthermore, it 
will be understood that the quantity of silver dissolved in 
marine waters from the ingots or coins lost in wrecks 
would be too small, considering the great extent of the 
leas, to be perceptible. It was from an entirely different 
point of view that Messrs. Malaguti, Durocher and 
Sarzeau commenced their researches; the diffusion of 
silver in metallio minerals being a fact well established, 
these learned men thought that this metal ought also to 
be found in the waters of the sea. By multiplied experi
ments they have fully proved its presence in the waters 
.of the ocean, and they have even succeeded in determin
ing approximately the quantity, which amounts to about 
the one-thousandth part of a pound of silver in 100,000 
lb.. of water. They have also detected the existence 
of a small quantity of silverin a sample of rock salt taken 
from the mines of the department of La Meurthe, where 
it constitutes, as is well known, a marine deposit formed 
in regular beds intercalated in marl; which leaves no 
doubt in the minds of these chemists that silver existed 
in ancient seas 8S well as in those of the present day. 

n is, then, to causes inherent in the physical elements 
of the globe, and wholly independent of the existence of 
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man, that the introduction of silver into the waters of 
the globe is to be attributed. MeBBrs. Maluguti and 
Durocher have pointed out two sources from which it 
may have come-onc the emanations of the chloride of 
silver coming from the bosom of the earth, or more 
simply, by the slow action which salt water exercises on 
the argentiferous sulphurets of existing formations, either 
at the surface of continents or at the bottom of the sea. 

We shall terminate this curious historical sket�h by 
informing our readers of the experiments made in con
nection with this subject (during the last year) by Mr. 
Tuld, who, by repeating in America the experiments of 
Messrs. Malaguti, Durocher and Sarzeau, has confirmed 
in a very interesting manner the fact establiiihed several 
years ago hy these chemists. Considering the reductive 
action which a plate of copper exercises on chloride of 
silver dissolved in chloride of sodium, Mr. Tuld thought 
that the copper and brass used in protecting vessels which 
have been some dme in the sea, ought to contain silver. 
On examining a piece of copper sheathing taken from a 
ship which had cruised seven years in the Pacific Ocean, 
he found it so friable that it could be pulverized between 
the fingers. It contailled more than a half per cent of 
silver. Another experiment was made on two specimens 
of copper sheathing, one of which had been used three 
years in the Pacific Ocean, while the other had never 
been in salt water. The former contained eight times 
more silver than the latter. 

In a word, the silver contained in solution in the waters 
of the sea represents a mass more considerable than that 
which has been extracted by man since the origin of the 
actual epoch from the bosom of the earth! Mr. Tuld 
comes to the condusion that the ocean contains at lealt 
2,000.000 tuns of silver. What able chemist will find 
the practical oreans of extracting this enormous ma�s of 
treasure ?-L'Invention. 

- le·_ 
ADULTERATION OF WINES. 

Many people seem to doubt tbe extent to which wmes 
and liquors are adulterated. The f ollowing cool letter, 
which we have just received from Indiana, may help to 
open their eyes. That liquors may be made by mixing 
oils with alcohol which will produce the same effect as 
genuine fruit brandy, we have no doubt is en·oneous. 
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CAN PARTICLES OF MATTER BE INHALED 

INTO THE LUNGS? 

ME8SRS. EDITORs:-The possibility of the inhalation 
of matter by the lunRs is denied by some with plausibil. 
ity. It is said �hat Claude Bernard made some experi
ments to determine this-that he tied a bladder contain.. 
ing a quantity of powdered charcoal about the nose of a 
rabbit. Except during feeding, the bladder was kept 
constantly on for several days, and when the rabbit was 
killed and opened no powder was fGund in the lungs or 
bronchial tubes; the cilia (which protect the lungs of all 
animals) having acted as a strainer to keep all particles 
from the air tubes. Is this statement correct ? if so, Dlany 
have a wrong idea of the subject. I take the account 
substantially from an article on .. Animal Life," pub-
lished in the Cornhill Magazine. E. T. C. 

Philadelphia, Pa., March 26, 1860. 
[We consider the Cornhill Magazine in error Bnd the 

statement about B ernard of little or no value in compari
son with other well-known facts which have never been 
disputed. Take the case of coal miners, for example. 
Some of them are troubled with what is called the 
"black spit" when they become old, and this usually e�ds 
fatally. The lungs of several who ha,·e died from this 
disease have been dissected and found perfectly black in 
color, and containing a substance similar to coal tar, 
which could only get in by being inhaled in very minute 
floating particles. Take the cases of stone-cutters and 
tool-grinders also, and we find testimony going to prove 
that many of them die by inhaling fine stone dust. It is 
well-known that the dry grinders of tools are very un
healthy; t.hey die early of lung disease. Did thcy not 
inhale particles of matter, such as fine dust, we see no 
reason why they should not be as healthy as other men. 
We were recently informed of the case of a dry grinder 
of tools who dicd suddenly in a factory not many nlilea 
from this city, and when his lungs were dissected they 
were found entirely coated with stone dust and particles 
of iron. We had the information from one who was con
versant with all the circumstanClis. 

It puzzles us 10 conceive hOll! the poor rabbit of Claude 
Bernard could live two or three days with its nose tied 
in a bladder. How could it breath at all? 

Saratoga water may be analyzed and all the substances • e,-

discovered in it by chemical tests may then be mixed STEAM FIRE-ENGINES. 

together, and a liqaid produced resembling the genuine , MEBSRS. EDIToR8:-Here in Louisville we have dts-
but all physicians know that the effect of this factitious banded the old companies of hand engines; we have five 
stuft' on the human system is entirely different from that steam fire-engines of Cincinnati manufacture, I belien, 
of the real Congress water. The same principle holds in aDd the wonderful change to the citizens is highly agree
factitious liquors. The proof and the flavor may be able. The loss by fire is trifling compared to former 
closely copied, but the subtle and mysterious influen('e times. Besides the saving of property and expense to 

upon the stomach, nerves and other viscera is entirely the city, there is also the great luxury of resting after 
different, the pure j�ice of the grape or current being retiring to bed. F�res now seldom take place, and when 
healthful in many cases, while the mixed drugs are they do, instead of the great noise and confusion u8ually 
simply liquid death. attending them, everything is conducted quietly and with 

MESSRS. EDlTORs:-The subject which I desire to dispatch. When the alarm is given, the fuel is lighted, 
bring before you is the fabrication of wines. My inven- two horses in the meantime being attached to the engine 
tion is founded on a quantitative and qualitative chem- (these operations occupying but four minutes), and the 
ical analysis of natural wines, and consists in the fabri- machine is driven through the streets with as much ease 
cation of all kinds of wines, red or white, of whatsoever as a private carriage. When arrived at the fire, steam 
quality and in allY quantity to suit, from pure vegetable is up, and the engine ready for operation. The result is 

ingredients representing the constituents of the grape- a quick extinguishment of the flames. Thus is seen the 
JUice. The wines by this method, are made both with- importance 'lf small ma('hin es; but little time is required 
out grapes and without fermentation; merely from mix- to get them on the spot, and when there they can be 
ing the ingredients, and after the short time of only 12 handled with ease-can be taken to aUeys and back 
or 24 hours, a clear, sound wine, of a natural taste and places, which it would be impossible to do with larger 
flavor, is formed, improving more and more by age, so machines. There is not a town or city but would sa,6 
that wines made according to my method, after long a large amount of property by using small steam fire
keeping, have been mistaken for natural wines by �ood engines. I trust the time is not far off when these kind 
judges. The manufacture of wines by this method will of machines will come into gent'ral use. G. V. B. 

pay large profits on the capital invested, as the cost of Louisville, Ky., March 28, 1860� 

one gallon amounts to 25 cents only. According to my - .e, • 

method, one acre of a single vineyard will produce as BELTS FOR DRIVING MACHINERY; 

many gallons of wine as one vineyard of 40 acrea will MESSRS. EDJTORS;-On page 150 of the present 
produce in the ordinary way. volume of the SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN, in an article 

A wine is wanting whose price would be within the bearing the above caption, Mr. 'V Barbour (of Law
means of all-a sound and pure table drink, to relish our rence, Mass.) gives a table uf the power, width, 
dinners, enliven our too low spirits. help gently our poor &c., of belts (a very useful table for all persons 
digestion, correct our sour stomachs, expel the evilt interested in machinery), with a promise to extend the 
humors of our blood, and abate the whisky plague in our table at a future period to go inch belts. From Mr. 
land. A continent without wine cannot but be a drunken Barbour's long experience, J. conclude he has fully tested 
continent! Please let me know (either by letter or the relative merits of leather and rubber belting, and my 
through the journal) your opinion, of what has already main object in writing this note is to request him to sive 
been done in the matter under consideration, and oblige his experience on this subject. Which is the cheapes& 
me by giving your advice accordinl(ly. A. S. kind of belting in the end P INQUIRER. 

Hankstadt, Ind., March 2G, 1860. Memphis, Tenn., March 29, 1860. 
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